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Vampires, Breast-Feeding, and Anxiety 

JOAN COPJEC 

Jean-Jacques Rousseau, Emile: 

Do you wish to bring everyone back to his first duties? Begin with 
mothers. You will be surprised by the changes you will produce. 
Everything follows successively from this first depravity [i.e., mothers 
who despise their first duty and no longer want to feed their chil
dren]. The whole moral order degenerates.... But let mothers deign 
to nurse their children, morals will reform themselves, nature's sen
timent.s will be awakened in every heart, the state will be repeopled. 
This first point, this point alone, will bring everything back together.' 

Mary Wollstonecraft, Thoughts on the Education of Daughters with Reflections on 
Female Conduct in the mOTe important Duties of Life: 

r conceive it to be the duty of every rational creature to attend to its 
offspring.... The mother (if there are not very weighty reasons to 
prevent her) ought to suckle her children. Her milk is their proper 
nutriment, and for some time quite sufficient.2 

Let these two-probably the most prominent-examples stand as indications 
of a phenomenon that was widespread in the eighteenth century, an insignia, 
we might even say, of Enlightenment thought: the advocacy of breast-feeding. 
This phenomenon is currently the subject of much speculation by historically 
informed literary theorists intent on establishing its links with the political, 
philosophical, and literary themes of the period. While I, too, will urge a 
consideration of these links, I do not propose to attempt an explication of either 
the external causes or the meaning of the phenomenon. For to do so would be 

1. Jean-Jac'lues Rousseau, Emile. or On Education, ed. Allan Bloom (New York: Basic Books, 
J979), p. 46. 
2. Mary Wollstonecraft, Thoughts on !.he Education of Daughters wi!.h Refteaioru on Female Conduct 
in the more important Duties of Life (Clifton. New Jersey: Augustus M. Kelley Pub!., 1972), p. 3. 
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to ignore its most essential aspect: the aura of anxiety that surrounds it. It is this 
aspect that allows us to observe the historical coincidence and close correspon
dence between this phenomenon and a form of literature which emerged in 
the eighteenth century. I am speaking, of course, of vampire fiction, in all its 
Gothic forms. T will argue that the political advocacy of breast-feeding cannot 
be properly understood unless one sees it for what it is: the precise equivalent 
of vampire fiction. 

It is necessary, first of aU, to say something about anxiety. If its cause 
cannot be determined. this is because it is the most primitive of phenomena. It 
is that which nothing precedes. One could also say, conversely, that that which 
nothing precedes, that which follows from nothing. is what awakens anxiety. 
Anxiety registers the non sequitur, a gap in the causal chain. It was the difficulty 
of trying to think this very priority of anxiety that made Inhibitions, Symptoms 
and Anxiety the confused text that it is, with Freud switching from his "first 
theory" (in which repression precedes anxiety) to this "second theory" (in which 
anxiety precedes repression) and back-several times-and quarreling with 
Otto Rank about whether or not birth can be the occasion of anxiety. Freud 
says that it cannot, but he also seems to incorporate Rank's arguments at points. 

And yet a definition does clearly emerge from Freud's text: anxiety is a 
of danger. This signal is extraordinary because it works without the use 

any signifiers. Since a signifier can always be negated, the message it sends 
can always be doubted. Rather than a signifier, then, anxiety, is an affect-a 
special sort of affect-and as such it cannot be doubted. Common usage not
withstanding, anxiety is connected to certitude rather than doubt. This is also 
a way of saying that what anxiety signals is real. As we have just remarked, 
Freud-like Kant, who gave both respect, the signal of moral law, and terror, 
the signal of the sublime, a special status-sets anxiety apart from all the other 
affects, feelings, sentiments that are caused by objects acting on the subject.' If 
anxiety can be considered a presentiment, it is only in the etymological sense 
of that term; it appears prior to any sentiment in the "normal," "pathological" 
sense4 

Anxiety-again, like respect and terror-is not only not caused by any 
object, it is not even caused by any loss/lack of object (which is why anxiety can 
be distinguished from disappointment, say, or grief). Rather than an object or 
its lack, anxiety signals a lack of lack, a failure of the symbolic reality wherein 
all alienable objects, objects which can be given or taken away, lost and refound, 
are constituted and circulate. Somewhat perversely, however, Lacan does refer 

Vampires, Breast-Feeding, and Anxiety 

to this encounter with a "lack of lack" as an encounter with an object: object 
small a. But this object is unique; it has neither all essence nor a signification. 
It cannot be communicated or exchanged. It has, in short, no objectivity. The 
danger that anxiety signals is the overproximity of this object a, this object so 
inalienable that like Dracula and all the other vampires of Gothic and Romantic 
fiction it cannot even be cast as a shadow or reflected as a mirror image, and 
yet so insubstantial that like Mumau's Nosleratu it can disappear in a puff of
smoke. 

Now, if the signal of anxiety cannot lie, if we cannot be misled as to its 
message, it stands to reason that any interpretation of anxiety is superfluous and 
inappropriate. But if interpretation is not the proper response, what is? The 
best way to answer this question is to look once again at that overinterpl'eted 
anxiety dream, the dream of Inna's injection. Lacan's commentary on this 
dream is designed to demonstrate how we must act-and how we must not 
act-in the face of anxiety.s The dream is divided by Lacan into two parts, each 
of which is marked by its own climax. In the first part, Freud appears as a man 
free of any "Oedipus complex"; his research is driven entirely by his desire to 
know, whatever the cost." Propelled by this desire, he stalks his party guest, 
Irma, and struggling against her resistances, peers curiously down her throat, 
only to make his truly horrible discovery. What he witnesses is the very "origin 
of the world," the equivalent of the female genitals. It is clear that the uncanny 
appearance of what ought to have remained hidden is a sickening, noxious 
sight. But what is it, really? "A large white spot ... curled structures ... white
gray scabs." Almost nothing. This is the climax of the first part of the dream, 
the anxiety-filled encounter with the object a. 

After this encounter the dream abruptly switches into another mode. The 
dream space becomes fantasmatically populated with Freud's doctor friends: 
Dr. M., Otto, Leopold; in other words, the space becomes "Oedipalized." By 
this I mean, first of all, that the second part of the dream is defined by a turning 
awaJ' fram the object a which erupted in the first part. Jn the second part, Freud 
no longer wants to know; his primary desire is a desire not to know anything of 
the real that provoked in him so much anxiety. The abruptness of the transition 
indicates that Freud flees from the real-- Irma, her white scabs, the uncon
scious-into the symbolic community of his fellow doctors. 

So, the proper response to anxiety is, according to this dream, flight. But 
is it not the height of absurdity to say that the founder of psychoanalysis, of 

5, The diSCUSSion of this dream appears in Jacques Lacan. The Ego in Freud's Theory aM in the 
Technique of Psychoa,u;iysis, 1954-1955, ed. JacqueS-Alain Miller (New York and London: NorlOn, 
1988), pp. 146-71. Erik Erikson's analysis of the same dream is found in "The Dream Specimen 
of Psychoanal)'1iis," Journal of the American Psychoanalytic AssociaJion, vol. 2 (954), pp. 5-56. 
6. 	 Lac::ln rbim~ •..., h:"" anxiety seminar (July 3. 1963) that hOedipus did not. have an Oedipus 

he wanted to know." 
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the study of the unconscious, based the whole of this discipline (recall how 
proudly Freud thought of a future commemoration of this dream, as though it 
were the cornerstone of the edifice of psychoanalysis) on a turning away from 
the unconscious? On a desire to know Ilodling about it? Some further clarifi
cation of the character of the consequent, Oedipalized space is necessary before 
this suspicion can be allayed. Filled with paternal figures, this space is infused 
with an air of interdiction, of rules, regulations, and prescriptions, and yet it 
offers relief from the constricted, asphyxiating space that zu.sammemchnii.ren, 
that chokes, Freud as well as Irma. In what, then, does this relief consist, and 
how is it secured? Most simply put, it consists in the up of the symbolic 
as rampart against the real; the symbolic shields us from the terrifying real. The 
climax of the second pan, the triumphant pronouncement of the word tri
methylamine, indicates that it is the word itself, or the symbolic itself, which is 
our salvation. 

But in order for the symbolic to evict the real and thereby establish itself, 
a judgment of existence is required, i.e., it is to say that the real is 
absented, to declare its impossibility. The symbolic, in words, must include 
the of what it is not. This requirement is not without its paradoKical 
effects, for it means ultimately that the symbolic will not be filled with only 
itself, since it will also contain this surplus element of negation. According to 
this reasoning-which is to be found in Freud's 1919 essay "Negation"-that 
which is impossible must also be prohibited. 

It should be evident right away that this negation of the real by the 
symbolic presents a special problem. The real that is to be negated cannot be 

ed by a signifier, since the real is, by definition, that which has no 
signifier. How, then, can this negation take place within the symbolic 

as the requirement demands? The answer is: through repetition, through the 
signifier's repeated attempt-and failure-to designate itself. The signifier's 
difference from itself, its radical inability to signify itself, causes it to turn in 
circles around the real that is lacking in it. It is in this way-in the circumscrip
tion of the real-that its noneKistence or its negation is signified within the 

This is also the eKplanation of the Lacanian thesis that doubt is a defense 
the real. Doubt-which emerges from the signifier's noncoincidence with 

itself, its incapacity to guarantee itself-registers the impossibility of the real 
and thereby defends us its intrusion into the symbolic. Dr. M., Otto, 
Leopold, the three sorry of authority in the dream of Irma's i~ection, 
will illustrate this argument. Their supposedly professional probings and pro
nouncements are simply ridiculous. Whatever principle of diagnosis one may 
represent is quickly transgressed by the other, who proposes a different and 
contradictory principle. These fellows are simply not credible as standard
bearers of their profession. But have we not entered here into that place so 
often evoked by Lacan, the place where tracks are made in order to be taken as 

Breast-Feeding, and 

false? As so many, including Foucault, have noted, laws are made to be broken, 
prohibitions to be transgressed, but through its vel'y viOlability the law simply 
binds us closer to it. The law has an irrefutably positive force to which every 
transgression, which defines itself in terms of the law while dreaming itself 
beyond it, attests. It is wrong to assume, however, as so many, including Fou
cault, have, that the fundamentally negative character of the law is in this way 
refuted. For dIe transgression of the law's interdiction of specific, named acts 
in no wav violates the law's other, more basic interdiction-of the real. This 

unlike the first type, is never named by the law, but is inscribed in 
it nevertheless: in the law's very inability to authorize itselF The Foucauldians 
have simplified the Freudian thesis about negation by rendering it as "that 
which is negated must be named" and by failing to realize that that which is 
impossible must be negated without being na.med. 

In the psychoanalytic version, the symbolic order defends against the real 
substantifying its negation in the interdictions and doubts that define sym

as such. We have thus described the space of the second half of Freud's 
dream as an Oedipalized space both because it instantiates an avoidance of the 
real, a desire not to know anything about it, and because this avoidance neces
sitates an important, violable (i.e., Oedipal) law. It is now necessary to confess 
a considerable complication of this argument. We have called that from which 
Freud takes flight the object a., but though we have refrained until now from 

so, that which marks his avoidance of this traumatic point, the absence 
(he real, is also called object a. The object Q. is both real and a positivization 


of the symbolic's failure to say the real; it is both real and imaginary. What is 

the explanation for this terminological conundrum? If the symbolic must in

scribe its lack of foundation in the real, the inaccessibility to it of some knowledge 

of this real, then, we are obliged to admit that it also thereby inscribes the real 

itself, since it is precisely there where we do not know, that enjoyment, jouilsance 

(a pleasure in the real), arises. Jouissance is a kind of "secondary gain" obtained 

where knowledge fails." As Lacan says at the beginning of Television, ' 

all is literally impossible: words fail. Yet it's through this very impossibility 

the truth holds onto the real."9 This statement demonstrates a Mobius strip 

kin d of lollie. for in the last analysis it means that the real is its own negation, 


7, Among the ten commandments you will not find one lhat tells you that you mUst not sleep 
with your mother, and yet these commandments have no other aim than to hold you at a 
from the incestuous relation with mother; they are as a whole the positivization 
interdiction-this is the pOlm made Lacan in L'ilhUjue de lo. psycM.naiY,5e (Paris: Editions du Seuil,

84. 

also nOtes that a nOn pathological, Le., a negalf.'Vf satisfaction, oftcn accompanies one's adherence to t.he law, 
9. Jacques Lacan, Telemsiuu: A 

Norton, 1990), p. 3. York and London: 
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its own prohibition. The real encounters itself in its own lack, it~ 


the system of signiflers.!" 

In his dream of Irma's mJectJon, 


the unconscious or from the real of Irma's desire: he holds onto them. 

reason psychoanalysis can claim to found itself on the unconscious 

desire of the woman, precisely because it so rigorously registers 


We could say, then, using the Lacanian definition of subllmatl( 


Thing." It is in its refusal to interpret them that psychoanalys 
them, for there where they are interpreted they cease to be. 

But if in order to 
radical inability to know, does it not consign itself to scepticism? Must 
Freud among his foolish mentors, equal to them in his ignorance of 
No, psychoanalysis is not a 
(which would be a standard ofour actions) cannot be known, but 
that it must not be known, psychoanalysis L'Ommits itself to what 
as a "belief without belief," to a belief in 
dependent on our lack of knowledge. 

"It's because we cannot be content with the idea that some good 
able to dictate man's obligations .that the problem of evil is worth 
exalted representation of evil will safeguard the greatest revolutiOl 
It's because radical doubt undermines the position of every 
that the problem of radical evil must 

with a certain strain of Enlightenment thought, which 
attempting to secure the individual subject's freedom from 

both psychoanalysis and this mode of 
century, the exalted evil referred to is synonymous with the subject 
it is the subject that seems to pose the greatest threat to the estab 
order. But one should not be too quick to equate this concepti 
standard reading of the Romantic opposition between the individual 
Romantic notions are fundamentally recast by this conception, 
sees the subject as the external cause of society'S corruption, nor 
corrupter of the pure, innocent subject. 
between the subject and society, we must learn to think their 
relation: the very existence of the subject is simultaneous with 
to integrate, to represent it. 

10. On the "cmncidtnlia oppoJiloru,m" of the contradictory definitions of the real, see 

The S"blime o[ldeolog'Y (London and New York: Verso. 1989), PI" 

Alain Miller, 

1978), pp. 24-34. for its influential explication of this logic of negation. 

11. Lacan, in L'elhiquc de /" pS)·clumalvse. p. 85, is quoting from a poet.friend. 

"raises" the unconscious and the woman's desire "to 

preserve itself psychoanalysis has to register 

By not dedaring mere 

an Other whose very 

be raised. Psychoanal 

that originated in the 

Instead of an external 

169-73. Ai 
(elements of the logic of the ,ignifier)," Screen, vol. 18, no. 4 

accidentaL 

so 
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It is its rendering of this peculial' interrelation that makes Frankenstein such 
an exemplary text and Frankenstein's monster such a paradigmatic example of 
the modern subject. While it gives reign to the fantasy that things might have 
turned out otherwise, that society would have been spared the monster's malef~ 
icence if onlyithad_treatedhim_with-more-kindness,4fonly theroung De Lacey 
had not burst into the cottage just as the monster was about to reveal his true 
character to the old, blind De Frankenstein also the truth on 
which this fantasy depends: the monster is, constitutionally, whose character 
cannot be revealed. He, like the modern subject in general, is located there 
where knowledge of him is omitted. His monstrosity is therefore structural, not 

This is why the common belief that Victor Frankenstein invented the 
monster is in error. If the monster were, in facl, the product of a scientific 
invention, he would have awakened at the end of chapter four, but he does 
not; it is only at the very beginning of chapter five that the baleful yellow eye 
first opens. If Frankenstein had succeeded in his scientific project, this Success 
would have been recorded as the climax of a series of steps and disL'Overies, as 
the end product of a causal chain of effort and effect. But at the end of the 
chapter in which these ~iscoveries are recorded, the invention remains u~in
vented. That Frankenstell1 has falled IS apparent m the openmg of the followmg 

ter where the thing that he strove to animate lies lifeless at his feet. It is 
then and in the absence of any indication or sense of 

part-the inventor is described as a passive witness 
:the monster comes to life. There seems to be only one 

Frankenstein's invention did not go awry, as the standard reading claims, 
It is only insofar as it failed, only inasmuch as Frankenstein's scientific 

fell short of their goal, that the monster appears, the embodiment of 
failure. It is therefore misleading to call the creature "Frankenstein's mon

," as though it were the hero's botched invention rather than the botching 
is invention, as though it were not precisely the lack of that "belong to me 

reminiscent of property" (in Lacan's phrase) which provided the 
with its essential definition-and made him so Y"'~"""r' 

In response to anxiety's signal of one flees or the real. But 
flees into a symbolic whose hedge the real is secured only through 

negation of the real, i.e., through its to coincide with itself, to guar
itself. The subject-like the Frankenstein monster-is the failure that 

the symbolic, it from collapse. But we claimed earlier that 
his discussion of the of Irma's injection, Lacan made dear not only 

proper but also the improper manner of accomplishing this avoidance. 
pite the many insights with which Lacan credits him, Erik Erikson is, to 

extent, used to illustrate an improper response, a certain deafness, to the 
sounded by the dream. There is, of course, a major difference between 

and Freud regarding the characterization of the second space of the 
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's understanding of this space as symbolic reality in its function as 
dream. L»:GlI~ the traumatic real, as being simultaneously salutary for the subject 
shield aga!;S of its n.onintegration, would make no sense at aU to Erikson, for 
alld the ~ ~~e is that into which the healthy ego is integrated. He therefore 
whom reil~1s this space differently: as the place of the regression of the ego. 
comprehe focUS on all the broad and basIC dtfferences between Lacaman 
Rather th~nsiS and ego psychology, hov:ever, let ~s note that Lacan chose to 
psychoan /'kson'S in,terpretatwn ot Freud s dream wlth the term cullurallSt. What 

derogate r~s La is Erikson's digging into Freud's life and culture in the 
can 
most dist~r ding some additional filcts that will push the interpretation beyond 
hopes ~f t arcated by Freud. Against this endless ransacking of the archives, 
the limit e~ins not that history is unimportant, but that historicism can only 
Lac maJ~ the destruction of history: that some limits are meant to be observed. an 
bring ab~~ lie of his making this point, something wonderful happens: a mem
In the mJ ( udience intervenes to make the point for him, a contrario. At the 
ber of the ~t Laca asks us to confront the horrifying real which th reatens ton 
very mome and Freud, the moment Lacan points to the suffocation, the gasping 
cho~e Ir~athat evidences the overwhelming presence of the real, Mme. X-we 
for b~ea h r a more descriptive name, Mme. Culturalist, or Mme. Historicist
caO Wve :he following observation: "In the old days, three or four people were 
ioterJects ull on the laces of a corset to tighten it."12 
Ileeded to \ve have a dear example of an avoidance of the real, but not of the 

Be~ch we have been aiming. In place of a negative judgment of existence 
sort at '\;'sh of a second symbolic space which would announce its nonrealment
(the es~1 1m 00 longer anything," is the way Lacan phrases it), Mme. Historicist 
status. a on tlle real's existence. She forecloses rather than repudiates

udgmentoffers nO Jiety disquiets her, nothing signals the danger that faces Irma and 
it. ]'10 a~Hlt Fre~d ~onfronts I:' his mom.ent of anxiety is a gap in sym?olic 
Freud., oint which mterpretatlon, the lOgIC of cause and effect, cannot bridge. 
reabty, ~~se, he does not bridge ~t; he records its unbridg<;ability and in this 
In re~P mscribes it. Mme. HIstOriCist does not come up agamst a gap; she sees 
way ofCuninterrupted chain of signifiers which she interprets by assigning them 

ollly 110 u aoother causal chain. 

a place 10 


The Drying Up of the Brea.st 

N w it is precisely this sort of historicist interpretation that we must 
o ~inst while considering the eighteenth-century advocacy of breast

gUllrd 	ag there is ample evidence that this advocacy expressed a profound
Forfeedlll~' that it situated itself at the very limit of interpretation. If we return to 

allJ(Jety, 

12. Loc>fl. TI... Egv in Freud's Theory, p. 153. 
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the Rousseau and Wollstonecraft texts previously cited, we will find that each 
utters its plea for the maternal breast as a safeguard against what? Against the 
suffocation, the strangulation the child will suffer without it. Rousseau thus 
rails against the child's "being prevented from breathing," its being more 
cramped, more constrained, more compressed than "in the amnion," its being 
"garroted"-all as a result of its being deprived of its mother's breast. ls And 
Wollstonecraft speaks of such a child as being "overloaded," as being in a state 
of unalleviated bodily pain, and later contends that "it is easy to distinguish the 
child of a well-bred person [i.e., of a mother who honors her duty to breast
feed her child) if it is not left entirely to the nurse's care. These women are of 
course ignorant, and to keep a child quiet for the moment, they humor all its 
little caprices. Very soon does it begin to be perverse, and eager to be gratified 
in everything."" Both Rousseau and Wollstonecraft understand the deprivation 
resulting from the mother's neglect of her "duty to breast-feed" as a deprivation 
ofdeprivation. This understanding is then reiterated in their subsequent warnings 
against the excesses of motherly devotion. It is a "cruel" mother, Rousseau warns, 
who "plunge[s her) children in softness." The encouragement of breast-feeding 
seeks to submit the child not to the mother, but-quite the contrary-to social 
law. 

But we have promised to come to terms with this phenomenon by estab
lishing its corollary in vampire fiction. That the encounter with tlle vampire is 
always anxiety-ridden would seem to be undebatable. And yet even this seem
ingly obvious fact is in danger of being lost by those analyses that attempt to 
define the Gothic depiction of this encounter as a form of either sentimental 
or sensation fiction. As we argued earlier, anxiety is not an affect or a sentiment 
like others; it has, for the reasons stated, an exceptional status. The Gothic 
world is, in fact, only conceivable as the elimination of sentiment. If vampirism 
makes our hearts pound, our pulses race, and our breathing come in troubled 
bursts, this is not because it puts us in contact with objects and persons
others-who affect us, but because it confronts us with an absence of absence 
-an Other-who threatens to asphyxiate us. And rather than making us more 
at home in our bodies, rather than anchoring us to bodies conceived as the 
agents of OUf intelligence, the makers of sense, vampirism presents us with a 
bodily double that we can neither make sense of nor recognize as our own. 

In what, essentially, does the phenomenon of vampirism consist? The first 
thing to note is that it is a matter of an oral relation, of a jouissance attained 
through sucking. One might spontaneously think of the child in its oral-parasitic 
relation to its mother as the image of vampirism. But as Lacan-along with all 
the narratives and iconography of vampirism-makes clear, it is not the child 

13. Rousseau, pp. 43-44. 
14. Wollstonecraft, pp. 3 and 5. 



Aft" Tony jalulnnot. Smarra. 
1845. 

F. W. Murnau. Nosferatu the 
Vampire. 1922. 

. !5 'The image of the child at the mother's breast is not one 
who is the vampIre. Vampirism is located beyond this point '."here ~he child 
tha~ el:Clts. an)(l?tY'relation to a partial .obJect,. an object of desIre: It IS only at 
mamtams Itself In f; ntasy enabling thIS relation to the partial object no longer 
the point where th~ a_ridden phenomenon of vampirism takes over, signaling, 
holds that the an)(le?Ii e breast os object-cause of desire, the disappearance of the 
then, the drying ILP ~es;re. 'The drying up of desire is the danger against which 
fantasy support of 'ending up a cry for the breast which would deliver us 

vampirism warns us, s 
from this horror. 16 rl< the gaze, the voice, the phallus, and the feces-is an 

The breast- leaf the body, from which we separate ourselves in order 
object, an appendat s as subjects. To constitute ourselves, we must, in other 
to constitute QUfse v~ ct our nonselves. Our discussion of the Freudian concept 
words, thrOW out, re~t us, however, that this rejection can only be accomplished 
of negation has raug within ourselves of this negation of what we are not
through the iJldu:~n lack-of~being. These Freudian objects are, then, not only 
within our being, !J.IS 

on vampirism ,IS an anxiety that profiles the "drying up of the 

on anxiety, May 15} 1963. 
es the neck as the bodily zone from which the vampire drains JlS15. 

the traces of the true target of attack both in the mode of the threat, 
vlclim, female. Most visuallmages of vampiric;m center on the female 

rejected from, but also internal to the subject. In brief, they are extimate,17 which 
means they are in us that which is not us. 

It is precisely because the subject is defined in this way- or, as we will 
argue later, whim the subject is defmed in this way-that it stumbles into the 
dimension of the uncanny. The special feeling of uncanniness is a feeling of 
anxiety that befalls us whenever we too closely approach the extimate object in 
ourselves. In his theorization of the uncanny, Freud, influenced by the literary 
works on which he drew, underlined the privileged relation uncanniness main
tained with the gaze. But as vampire fiction demonstrates, the uncanny can also 
manifest itself as an overproximity to the "extimate" breast. 

Normally, when we are at some remove from it, the extimate object a 
appears as a lost part of ourselves, whose absence prevents us from becoming 
whole; it is then that it functions as the object-cause of our desire. But when 
our distance from it is reduced, it no longer appears as a partial object, but
on the contrary-as a complete body, an almost exact double of our own, except 
for the fact that this double is endowed with the object which we sacrificed in 
order to become subjects. This would mean that the vampire is not only a 
creature that menaces the breast as object-cause of desire, but that it is also a 
double of the victim, whose distorted bodily form indicates its possession of a 

17. Jacques-Alain MilicI', in his unpublished seminar on "Extimite" (198!)- 86), developed the 
term {!xtimitf:, which appears a few times in Lacan, into a theoretical concept. 
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certain excess object: tbe breast once again, but this time as source ofjouissance. 
The most vivid confirmation of this thesis concerning the double is given in 
Bram Stoker's Dracula, in that horrifyingly obscene moment when we are star
tled to witness Mina Harker drinking fmTl! the breast of Dracula. Desire, society 
itself, is endangered by Mina's intimacy with this extimate object. But it is Alfred 
Hitchcock's Rebecca-a twentieth-century version of an eigbteenth-century 
form, the "female Gothic"'8-wbich best illustrates the fact that the oi:Jject which 
"completes" tbe subject, filling in its lack, is also always a disfiguring surplus. 
In this fIlm the paradox functions as a plot device when the baby with which 
Rebecca was supposed to have been pregnant when she died is revealed to have 
been instead a fatal cancer. 

The reference to Rebecca reminds us that the breasted, vampiric double is 
not only a creature with "too much" body, it is also a "body too much," that is, 
as a double of the subject, it always stands in the way of or crowds out the 
subject's own actions. In Rebecca, her personal possessions, her ubiquitous initial, 
the constant references to her talents and accomplishments create the sense of 
the continuing presence of Rebecca at ManderJey. Because the dead-without
knowing-it Rebecca refuses to relinquish her place, the nameless Joan Fontaine 
character cannot assume hers-she is unable to enter the symbolic network of 
the household. What releases the younger woman, finally, is the exteriorization 
of her battle with the excess body, the double. That is, at the moment when 
Rebecca's body is found at the bottom of her boat, thus raising questions about 
the other body buried in her name and in her grave, at the moment when the 
"body too much" becomes objectivized as a narrative conflict rather than the 
psychical conflict it had been up until this point, the second Mrs. de Winter 
begins to escape the hold of the first. At this moment it becomes possible and 
necessary to reject one of the bodies as a false claimant. 

One other film needs to be mentioned in this context, since it is one of 
the most compelling examples one will ever find of the anxiety that attends the 
experience of the nncanny. The film's title, L.aJetee (Chris Marker, 1964), names 
the primary location of the narrative-the jetty at Ody Airport-as well as the 
danger that threatens completely to overwhelm not only the diegetic characters, 
but the diegesis itself: a "little piece of reality," a childhood memory which has 
not been rejected, thrown out, by the hero. Despite the fact that the film is 
often viewed as a film about the hero's need to remember, it is dear that the 
opposite is true; this is a film about the necessity of forgetting. IS At the end of 

18. The work on the "female Gothic" is extensivei I would like to acknowledge espef..:ially Mary 
Ann Doane's analysis of Rebecca (Doane, 71w Desire to Destr!'! [Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 
1987J, pp. 123-75) and Claire Kahane, "Gothic Mirrors and Feminine Identity," The C,n;ennw.l 

vol. 24, no. I (1980), pp. 43-64. 
lhe Freudian deflnition of consciousness as that which arises instead of a memory trace. and 

thus a.\:i a protective shield against trauma, is often understood sociological~)', even by Freud himself 
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World War Ill, the world in which the hero lives is on the edge of complete 
extinction; it cannot "take flight" and remains stuck in place. Why? The world 
has survived, barely, the nuclear war, but what it cannot survive is the hero's 
refusal to reject this memory. It is he who has condemned his world to destruc
tion; the world is in danger as long as the memory endures. 

On every level La Jetee reproduces the phenomenon of "running in place" 
so typical of the anxiety dream. Not only in its insistence On still, unanimated 
images (there is no illusion of movement in this "photo-novel" composed of still 
photographs, except at one point where the woman whose image the hero 
refuses to surrender opens her eyes to look at the hero-an image of desire 
rather than anxiety), but in the dark backgrounds that limit the visual field to 
a very small part of the frame, in the narrative suggestion that the world that 
has at least temporarily survived is restricted to the narrow corridors of an 
underground existence, and, finally, in the time-loop structure of the narrative 
itself. The hero travels back in time to a traumatic scelle that he witnessed as a 
child; there he learns that he is the man whose death he witnessed. A primal 
scene, but one in which death is substituted for birth. Here, as in the primal 
scene, the problem is the presence of a body too much. Instead of $ 0 a, the 
formula for fantasy, we get $ a: the shriveling up of the distance separating the 
two terms results in the collapse of the fantasy structure. 

La Jetee should make it clear, however, that the procrastination or past
ponement,2() again the phenomenon of running in place that typifies the reaction 
to the uncanny, is not to be understood, as theorists from Otto Rank on have 
understood it, in epistemolog-ical terms. The hesitation is lIot a matter of uncer
tainty, but of "illegality." The presence of the uncanny registers an abandonment 
of prohibitions, an unabandoned embrace of jouissance. In La Jette the hero 
allows himself to enjoy the woman. But things do not work out very well for 
those who enjoy, for, as it turns out, when nothing i~ prohibited, then everydling 
is prohibited. The negativism of psychotics is proof of this;2! libidinal cathexis 
is withdrawn from the world, producing the psychotic experience of the "end 
of the world." Since every affirmation is founded on a negation, no future is 
possible in La Jetee as long as the hero clings to rather than negates the image
of the woman. 

That is, consciousness. "immediately abutting as it does on the external world" (Freud. "Beyond 
the Pleasure Principle," S.E., vol. xviii, p. 26), is seen as a shield againSL shocks pl"Oduced by the 
external world. The dream of Irma's injection allows us to see consciousness., I-ather, against theunconsdous real, 

20. See Freud ("Negation," S.E., vol. XIX, p. 238): 'judging is l.he inlellectual action which 
decides the choice of motor action, which puts an. end to , . , postponement." 
21. The distinClion between negalion and the negativism of psychotics is made by lean Hyppolile 
in his commentary on Freud's Verne;"",,/.', published in Jacques Lacan, Freud's Papers O~ Techllique, 
195}-1954, ed. Jacques-Alain Miller (New York and London; Norton, 1988), pp. 289-97. 
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Officially, of course, I am not claiming that Lajetee is a vampire film, only 
that it is a pedagogically useful illustration of the anxiety, hesitations, post
ponements, digressions that characterize vampire fiction. But why do those 
superimpositions, those curious, distorting superimpositions of images (there is 
a frequent overlapping of images which produces a doubling ratk"r than move
ment) SO often assume those wing_like-bat-like-shapcs? 

One final point must be made concerning the phenomenon of anxiety, 
and J will make it by returning to Rebecca. Like so many of the "female Gothics" 
of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, this film centers on a woman's 
encounter with a female double who haunts an old, ruined, or anachronist.ically 
styled house. The manner of haunting obeys a fonnula: while the whole house 
is rendered uncanny by the presence of the "undead" female double, there is 
one room in the house, one forbidden, barred room which is the particular site 
of uncanniness. One could understand this formula as exemplifying an en ahyme 
structure: a part of the house, the closed-off room replicates in a miniaturized, 
condensed form the house as a whole. Thus, within it, the experience of the 
uncanny is particularly intense. But this reading misses the point entirely. In 
Rebecca, however, the point is more difficult to miss. Which is the forbidden 
room here? The first answer that suggests itself is the beach house. This is the 
one place that Max places off-limits. This answer is extremely odd, however, 
since the beach house is not a room, not, properly speaking, a part of the house; 
it is-strangely-a supernumerary space that has, as it were, subtracted itself from 
Manderley. But if this were so, if the beach house were subtracted from Man
derley, then it follows that Manderley would be missing a space, that all the 
remaining rooms would fail to "fill up," to complete the house. This is precisely 
the case. Within Manderley there is one room, one exceptional space whose 
primary function is to mark this emptiness; this space is Rebecca's bedroom. 
Both the beach house and Rebecca's bedroom have an exceptional status, but 
while the beach house marks a surplus, Rebecca's room marks an absence, a 

deficiency. I
By clearly delineating these two spaces, Rebecca. simply reveals the para

doxical function of the forbidden room in Gothic fiction generally: this room 
marks simultaneously a surplus and a deficit, an outside and an inside, a partic
ular rOOm within the house and the house as a whole; that is, by withdrawing 
itself from the rest of the house, it marks the limit that allows the house to 
constitute itself as a whole-but a whole from which this room is absent. It is 
the opening up of this empty space that makes the wind whistle and the living 
dead blow through the uncanny house. It is also this loss which creates the sense 
peculiar to the ruined Gothic mansion that all its known rooms do not exhaust 
its space, that there is always one more room, one uncannily extra space lying 
hidden from sight. The unwitting witticism SO often repeated by Lacan therefore 
bears repeating once again-"I have three brot.hers, Paul, Ernest, and me"
because it is an accurate description of t.his uncanny phenomenon of the barred 
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room that subtracts it.self from the others only to appear among them in the 
form of an excess. To complete the argument begun a moment ago: the element, 
the room, does not contain the set, the house, by reproducing it in condensed 
form; it constructs the house by negating it. The barred room is an extimate 
object, the most horrible part of the house-not because it is a distillation of 
all its honifying features, but because it is without feature, the point where the 
house negates itsel f. 

But let us return to the two forbidden spaces in Rebecc(L, for their differ
ences will help us to make our final point. The bedroom is ruled over by Mrs. 
Danvers, Rebecca's devoted private maid, who keeps everything just as her 
mistress left it. In one scene in the bedroom, Danvers encourages the new Mrs. 
de Winter to sit before the vanity as Rebecca always did upon her return from 
an evening out. A photograph of Max faces Rebecca's empty seat, her hair 
brushes are arranged within reach. As Danvers relates the details of how she 
would brush her mistress's hair, she begins to act out the gestures she describes. 
What is the effect of this scene?-A very strong sense of Rebecca's absence, A 
relation is set up between Danvers, all the personal items in the frame, and the 
seat in front of the vanity where Rehecca does not sit, that is, the place where 
ber absence is signified. As we know from Saussure's famous example of the 
8:45 Geneva-to-Paris train, something can only be registered as missing if it is 
assigned a place in a differential network; it is only absent as a signifier in 
relation to other signifiers. It is therefore not the unique presence of Rebecca 
that we miss in this scene, but the way she fits in with the other objects. If 
Danvers were fired, the room rearranged, we would no longer half expect 
Rebecca to return. She would then be fully dead, and not simply absent. Her 
absence, in other words, is registered as a matter of sense, of signification-not 
of being as such. 

A parallel scene is played out in the beach house. Here as well things are 
as Rebecca left them-almost. Dust has settled on everything here, cohwebs 
have formed. The differential network has begun to deteriorate. Max begins to 
narrate to his new wife, the second Mrs. de Winter, the events of his final 
confrontation with Rebecca. So far the scene is strikingly similar to the one we 
just examined. But this time, instead of remaining stationary and allowing Max 
to act out his own movements (as Danvers had acted out hers), the camera acts 
out, i.e., it appears to "follow," the movements of Rebecca. The effect of this 
scene is quite different from the one in the bedroom, for here we have a sense 
not of the absence of something missing from its place, but of the presence of 
something that is out of place. This scene is, in the precise sense, uncanny. 
What makes it uncanny is not the fact that we do not see Rebecca, but the fact 
that the camera movement which indexes her presence does rwt see us, that is, it 
is a unique camera movement that does not "respond" to any establishable 
pattern of movement. It cannot be placed into any differential system of move
ments, any field/reverse field, moving/stationary, or other system. Without any 
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assignable position within such a system of differences, the movement is devoid 
of sense. This, then, is our final definition of the anxiety that attends the 
uncanny: it is an affect aroused in reaction to an existence, to j)'ure existence, 
without seme. The camera movement that traces Rebecca's path is pure indication, 
it expresses a purely thetie proposition, "there is," and nothing more. If one were 
to fill this movement with meaning by inserting it into a differential system, the 
"there is," pure being would cease to be. '" 

If the Frankenstein monster is-as most readers agree-the uncanny 
double of Frankenstein, why then is he allowed to speak, to try to make sense 
of his existence for us? Wouldn't speech, wouldn't the very signifying display 
of his existence destroy him? 

Breast-Feeding and Freedom 

In Architecture civile, a portfolio of drawings by the eighteenth-century 
"visionary" architect Jean Jacques Lequeu, we lind the tamous image of a rather 
robust woman lying on her back under an archway. The angle of the drawing 
is designed to profile her breasts; a bird in flight is visible at the top of the arch. 
The drawing, whose title is He is free, turns the image of vampirism inside out 
-replacing the terrifying vampire with the simple bird and the horror of the 
drying up of the breast with these ful\ breasts-and returns us to our main 
concern: the relation between the advocacy of breast-feeding and a new, revo
lutionary definition of the subject as free. We have heen arguing that this 
advocacy must be viewed as a manifestation of anxiety, especially similar to that 
expressed in vampire fiction. We have also argued that anxiety must not be 
interpreted, that we must not seek an external cause for it. This does not prevent 
us, however, from asking why there seems to have been so much anxiety in the 
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, for we can answer this question 
without recourse to any external phenomenon. It was the very definition of the 
subject as free that insured this increase of anxiety. That is, the eighteenth 
century detached a double of the subject which it made inaccessible to annihi
lation;22 this double, unlike older notions of the immortal soul, allowed the 
subject to become detached from the world without becoming attached to some 
other-worldly principle-the unfortunate consequence of the conception of the 
double as souL Rather than as another principle, the Enlightenment double was 
conceived as nothing, nothing but the negation of the subject's attachment to 
the world. This double, then, guaranteed the autonomy of the subject, its freedom 
from a pathetic existence in which it could be manipulated by other things, 
persons, or traditions. But once this double was thus detached, once it was set 

22. This last sentence is a paraphrase of Lacan's description of the function of sufiering in Sade; 
Lacan, L'ethiqv< de In IJSyclul'wlyse, p. 303. 

loose in the world, it was inevitable that the subject would occasionally "run into 
it," approach it a little too closely. Whenever this happens, anxiety signals us to 
take our distance once again. 

This suggests that there are times when the real overtakes us withom 
warning, that we are sometimes not provided with an opportunity to protect 
ourselves from it. Freud himself makes this suggestion: there are occasions, he 
says, when anxiety is omitted, when it does not arise to prepare us from the 
real's overproximity. In these cases, the results are always catastrophic. We 
would argue that anxiety increases with the emergence of the modern subject, 
that it is this inclusion of the real within the symbolic, this negation within reality 
that sounds the warning which not only unsettles society but also allows it to 
take steps against a more catastrophic confrontation. 

The steps we must take have also already been spelled out: we must not 
stop writing the impossibility of the real, the impossibility of "saying it all." As 
Latan pointed out in L 'ethique de la psychanal:yse, it is Kant's conception of the 
beautiful that writes this impossibility most eloquently. The symbolic world
the second space of Freud's dream of Irma's injection-is strictly parallel to the 
Kantian conception of the aesthetics of the beautiful. The question of aesthetics, 
as we know, assumed a priority during the eighteenth century. In the widespread 
investigations of this topic an important shift is discernible: the aesthetic field 
is regularly conceived as excluding the Subject. Think, for example, of Diderot'S 
influential dk'tum: "AC! as though the curtain never rose," that is, subtract the 
subject from the aesthetic field and tocus on establishing the field's unity and 
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homogeneity. But while others excluded the subject in order the better to affect 
him/her, in order to attain the maximum emotional effect, Kant completely 
revolutionized aesthetic theory by excluding the subject in order to protect himl 
her-in order to hold onto the subject as free. This he did by defining the 
beautiful object as one that could not be subsumed under any determinate 
concept, as one about which we could not say all. Kant thus made the beautiful 
the signifier of a limit, a barrier against the real. With this the object a, the 
nothing that guarantees the subject's freedom, was prohibited from being 
spoken-and thus from being lost. 

Before the Kantian revolution, as we know, the question of rights was 
determined "vertically"; rights were assigned and assured by a power beyond 
man. With the Kantian revolution, some have argued, this question was deter· 
mined "horizontally"; it was assumed that the rights of one individual were only 
curtailed by those of another.23 This made one subject the limit of his neighbor, 
that which prevented him from achieving all that he might. The problem with 
this conception of rights-which is, admittedly, a modern although not the 
modern conception, and certainly not the one that issues from the Kantian 
theori7.ation of the subject-is that it perceives rights only as a series of de1lUlnds, 
fully expressible in language and fully known to the subject who insists on them. 
This notion of rights pits one subject, one consciousness,24 against another and 
decides all conflicts by determining which demand will best benefit the general 
will. What this reduction of rights to demands results in is the elimination of 
the question of the subject's desire. It eliminates the question of the subject's 
attachment to what language cannot say, to the unspeakable double which is 
the indestructible support of our freedom. For it is only if the "lonely hour" of 
the 52, the final signifier that retroactively determines our meaning, "does not 
arrive" that our actions can be determined by anything other than self-interest. 

So, if the advocacy of breast.feeding, as I have argued, is not to be under· 
stood as a demand, but as a cry for the object·cause of desire, then it could only 
have been properly answered by assurances of the subject'S freedom. It would 
be naive to suppose, however, that the historicism which turns a deaf ear to 
anxiety is only a current danger; it is clear that this same historicist response 
was a possibility contemporaneous with the anxiety·filled cry itself. It is certain 
that there were many who understood this anxiety before the drying up of the 
breast as a demand that the woman be subsumed under the category of the 

23, On the false choice between a vertical and a horizontal conception 

Righls-TIw New Quarrel between the Ancient.> and the Moderns (Chicago: Press, 

1990). 

24. In her article on "The Nudear Diacritics (Summer 1984), pp. Frances Fer~ 
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mother, that the biological family become the primary celJ of society, even 
these demands-that the woman cede her desire, that one place one's 
the sexual relation-are absolutely antithetical to the political project 

whose possibilities had only just been opened up. 

Victor Frankenstein is probably one of the most instructive illustrations of 
this sort ofContemporary historicist reaction to the celebration of breast·feeding. 
As many critics have pUinted out, Frankenstein is a novel about mutherhood in 
which Fmnkenstein plays the role of an extremely bad mother. But what is it 
that makes him so bad? Not the fact that he refuses the demand of "his child," 
but that he interprets his cry as a demand. Earlier we asked, rhetorically, if the 
monster's attempt to justify his existence wouldn't entail the destruction of that 
existence-knowing well that it would. Now we must note that it is no coinci
dence that it is to Frankenstein that this justification is offered; it is he alone 
who hears the monster's long speech, the Whole of which is set out in quutes, 
since it is from Frankenstein (and not the monster) that we (along with Walton) 
hear it. Jf Frankenstein is able to quote this long tale verjydtim, we can only 
imagine that this is because he takes the monster literally; he refuses to question 
the words of the monster in order to tease out what he want, to say, what hedesires. 

In other words, to Frankenstein the monster is no/ the uncanny being we 
have taken him to be; to Frankenstein, the scientist, there is no pure being 
without sense, no desire. After the initial shock of seeing this monstrous em. 
bodiment of his failure, Frankenstein treats the creature as just another being 
whose rights threaten to abridge his own. It is no wonder, then, that he inter. 
prets the monster's cry as a demand, and of a very specific sort: a demand for 
a sexual relation. If he refuses to grant this demand, it is not because he doubts 
its validity or attainability. In fact we can surmise that he believes in this relation, 
that he believes that one subject must complement the other or engage him in 

a battle to the death. This last is the only relation he can imagine having with 

the monster, and so he refuses him, thinking the monster's profit can only mean
his loss. 

Under the circumstances, the novel could only have ended as it did-with 
Frankenstein'S melancholy journeying to the ends of the earth. For, deprived 
of the ballast of the object a-the object-cause of desire which lends things their 
only value, their desirability_the subject is condemned to wander in pursuit 
of one thing after another, without any hope of freedom, that is, without any 
hope of choosing a path that is not dictated by the objects themselves. At one 
point Frankenstein refers to the monster as "my own vampire." We know that 
what he had in mind was closer to the vulgar image of tile child sapping its 
mother'S strength with its demands than to the horrifying Gothic image of the 
menacing double. We now see that he would have been better off had he felt 
some of the anxiPtv that vampires aroused in many of his contemporaries. 

http:another.23

